DD REPORTS 1985

DD/85/1  R. Brun, M. Caillat, M. Maire, G.N. Patrick, L. Urban
The GEANT3 Electromagnetic Shower Program, and a Comparison with
the EGS Code
March 1985

DD/85/2  R.D. Russell, L.J. Tremblet, B. Schorr
PILS, a Portable Interactive Language System
May 1985

DD/85/3  G.N. Patrick, B. Schorr
VERTEX fitting of several helices in space
May 1985

DD/85/4  T. Bloch
Trends in Supercomputers and Computational Physics
May 1985

DD/85/5  H. Multhei, B. Schorr
On an Iterative Method for a Class of Integral Equations of the
First Kind
June 1985

DD/85/6  G.A. Erskine, H. Lipps
Programming Tools for Linear Algebra
June 1985

DD/85/7  P.C. Burkimsher
What is VAXeln really like? A User's view
June 1985

DD/85/8  U. Beyschlag
Experiences from interworking electronic mail systems
July 1985

GIFT: a HEP project for file transfer
July 1985

DD/85/10 B. Carpenter
Computer communications at CERN
July 1985

DD/85/11 D. Wiegandt
Portable computers - portable operating systems
July 1985

DD/85/12 P. Zanella
Trends in Computing for HEP
July 1985

DD/85/13 Single User Systems
I. Willers
July 1985
CERN Data Communications Policy
B. Carpenter, Editor
July 1985

XOP, a fast versatile processor, as a building block for parallel processing in high energy physics experiments
P. Bähler et al
July 1985

The 3081/E Emulator, a Processor for Use in On-line and Off-line arrays.
P.M. Ferran et al
July 1985

Real-time systems architectures
D.M. Sendall
August 1985

On the integral \( \int_0^1 x^{v-1}(1-x)^{-\lambda} \ln^m x \, dx \)
K.S. Kölbig
September 1985

Some types of definite integrals suitable for evaluation by symbolic algebra
K.S. Kölbig
September 1985

CERN contribution to the analog readout electronics of the TEC mark J at DESY
H. Anders et al
September 1985

Modula-2 Compilation and Beyond
D.G. Foster
September 1985

A PROLOG Assistant for Users of CERN Networks
G. Mornacchi
September 1985

Going X400: Example of an Intercept Strategy
U. Beyschlag
October 1985

An intelligent approach to complex systems architectures
T.J. Berners-Lee, E.M. Rimmer
October 1985

Two Recent Supercomputers, The CRAY-2 and the SX-2
T. Bloch
October 1985

FORTRAN, Programming Language
M. Metcalf
November 1985

Software and languages for microprocessors
D.O. Williams
November 1985

VMEBUS at CERN. A brief review
C. Parkman
November 1985